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Digital Physiotherapy Resources 

 

 
 

 

Access to digital resources from outside the UAB  
ARE service allows access to subscribed electronic resources from any device with an internet connection 

located outside the UAB. To use it, it is necessary to be a member of the university community and respect 

the conditions of use of these resources.  

  
Resources of current interest  

Trial access to ScienceDirect eBooks until next 31st October.  
You will be able to read the books online and download them in full, or by selecting only the chapters you 

need.  
 
Access to ScienceDirect eBooks 

  
Document location  
Search 
 
It is a tool that allows a simultaneous search to be made of all the information resources available in the 

UAB Libraries.  

  

 Browser’s guide: https://ddd.uab.cat/record/196855  
 Video help (in Catalan): Browser – Video help  

  
Bibliographic databases specialized in nursing:  
CINAHL Complete (Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature)  
It is a database specialized in nursing, biomedicine, alternative medicine and other disciplines related to the 

health sciences.  
 

ENFISPO (Enfermería FISioterapia Podología -Nursery, Physiotherapy, Podiatry-)  
Bibliographic database of magazines in Spanish that are received in the Library of the School of Nursing, 
Physiotherapy and Podiatry of the Complutense University of Madrid.  
 
Kinedoc 
French bibliographic database of in Masso-Kinesiotherapy and Physiotherapy.  
 
EDApb (Physical Agents and Evidence in physiotherapy and rehabilitation) 

https://www.uab.cat/web/our-services/access-to-electronic-resources-1345738248146.html
https://www-sciencedirect-com.are.uab.cat/browse/journals-and-books?contentType=BK&contentType=HB&contentType=RW&contentType=BS
https://cataleg.uab.cat/iii/encore/plus/C__S__Orightresult__U?lang=eng
https://ddd.uab.cat/record/196855
https://www.uab.cat/web/els-nostres-fons/cercador-video-d'ajuda-1345737245090.html
https://cataleg.uab.cat/iii/encore/record/C__Rb1912025?lang=spi
https://biblioteca.ucm.es/enf/enfispo
https://kinedoc.org/dc/#env=kdoc
https://epadb.com/
https://epadb.com/


Bibliographic data base with references it supports Building Evidence-base practice in Physiotherapy and 
Rehabilitation. 
 
PEDro (Physiotherapy Evidence Database) 
Physiotherapy Evidence Database of the Australian Physiotherapy Association.  
 
Rehabdata 
Bibliographic database of the National Rehabilitation Information Center (NARIC) specialized in 
rehabilitation and special education. 
 
 

Health science databases 

IBECS (Índice Bibliográfico Español)  
Database prepared by the Instituto de Salud Carlos III in collaboration with the Biblioteca 
Virtual en Salud that collects articles from more than 200 health sciences journals published in Spain since 
2000.  
  
MedEs (MEDicina en ESpañol) 
Database containing articles from more than 100 Spanish journals in Medicine and Pharmacy.  
 
Medline 
Bibliographic database. It contains more tan 25 millions of references, of 5.200 biomedical and health 
science publications, compiled by National Library of Medicine of United States of America since 1966 up 
until now.   
 
PubMed 
Portal with various medical databases (including Medline) created by the National Library of Medicine of the 
United States of America. It provides more than 30 million references and abstracts of peer-
reviewed biomedical literature. It does not provide the full text of the article, but it does provide the link to it 
as long as it is open access and free.  
 

Multidisciplinary databases  

 (with tools for monitoring, analysis and visualization of research)  
Scopus 
Multidisciplinary database containing articles published in more than 15,000 peer-reviewed journals from all 

areas of knowledge. It offers other value-added services such as the SJR and SNIP indices that value the 

quality of the journals, the creation of alerts, as well as analyses and makes graphs about the scientific 
production of an author (H index and citations received). Woman access to the abstracts since 1966 and in 

the complete references since 1995.   
 

Web of Science  
Set of multidisciplinary bibliographic and bibliometric databases. It allows thematic searches and by cited 
work or author, the consultation of bibliometric indicators (number of citations received, H index, impact 

factor of journals, graphs of scientific production, etc.). It includes, among other databases, Science Citation 

Index Expanded and Journal Citation Reports.  

   
Digital books and magazines signed by the UAB  
Access to digital books and magazines 

It allows searching for digital books and magazines by title, subject or ISBN / ISSN.   
 

 Harrison Medicine 
Access to the full text of the book Harrison Principios de Medicina Internal (in Spanish). 
 

 EMC-Kinesioterápia-Medicina Física  
       Digital resource with the main techniques in rheumatology, orthopaedics, neurology, etc. and its 

applications in the treatment of patients with transient or permanent disabilities. Rehabilitation of 
the elderly, use of prostheses, cerebral palsy, re-education of the neurogenic bladder and socio-
professional rehabilitation are treated by multidisciplinary teams, taking into account scientific and 
technological advances. It contains an abundant iconography and decision-making algorithms that 
aid in diagnosis as well as understanding of recommended techniques.  

 

 

https://www.pedro.org.au/
https://www.naric.com/?q=es/BuscandoenRehabdata
https://naric.com/?q=en
https://cataleg.uab.cat/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2085456?lang=cat
https://bvsalud.org/es/
http://bvsalud.isciii.es/
http://bvsalud.isciii.es/
https://cataleg.uab.cat/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2085225?lang=cat
http://ovidsp.dc2.ovid.com.are.uab.cat/ovid-b/ovidweb.cgi?QS2=434f4e1a73d37e8c7c7495eb76171ebbb6429a5d7c859ea61638aa6d8d623b6eb7c1d924b8687d519f797e76d82fe75402d9f1b08d06e2fe7534992394277a87c74aaec4698eee603757188610b7c79533133d62ca9d02f65160f6d40d0b28aa2f0f8340da096ac84618a12c122e0d9fa7424c037a38ba8f9c2e8a781ee06685378c689a433db769e8acd5066b9017c1f8ebd6cf7b459254f4fb747ca0d9f6e509687a1de5934b157c32bacd74f5e483cb17da0473defbc8af893ba64bb4f25e
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://ovidsp.dc2.ovid.com.are.uab.cat/sp-4.05.0b/ovidweb.cgi?QS2=434f4e1a73d37e8ccc0b611cd6b5b34d41b195dfda04452b04752ebaf6469027e2c21fa612bcc0b9e8bf79efc0e3121565d9d09db99d19d113c8eae6107805f9856955e8d25d886b10bf012bc1e3d924161fd081e1e6d5c9d0fcd
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/
https://www-scopus-com.are.uab.cat/search/form.uri?display=basic
https://apps-webofknowledge-com.are.uab.cat/UA_GeneralSearch_input.do?product=UA&search_mode=GeneralSearch&SID=E2NbBNXvTeP335QLbvb&preferencesSaved=
http://web.a.ebscohost.com/pfi/search/basic?sid=a3a30fc3-3cf6-460f-a3f1-ff04d4f360b5%40sessionmgr4008&vid=0&sdb=edspub&tid=3000EP
https://accessmedicina-mhmedical-com.are.uab.cat/book.aspx?bookid=2461
https://www-sciencedirect-com.are.uab.cat/journal/emc-kinesiterapia-medicina-fisica
https://www-sciencedirect-com.are.uab.cat/journal/emc-kinesiterapia-medicina-fisica
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Digital Deposits / Repositories  

DART (Europe E-Theses Journal)   
DART-Europe is an association of research libraries and library consortia working together to improve 

global access to European doctoral theses.  
 

DDD (Dipòsit Digital de Documents de la UAB -Repository of Documents-)  

Collects, manages, disseminates and preserves UAB's scientific, teaching and administrative production.  
 
DIALNET  

Project led by the Universidad de La Rioja, with the participation of other Spanish universities, for the 

development of a database of journal summaries. The UAB collaborates in the project with the inclusion of 
summaries of some magazines of its funds. Members of the UAB community have access to the collection 

of summaries and can also sign up to receive alerts from magazines of their interest.  
 

Proquest dissertation & Theses global  

Database that allows obtaining bibliographic data on doctoral theses read around the world.  

  
RECERCAT (Dipòsit de la Recerca de Catalunya –Deposit of the Research of Catalonia-)  
Cooperative repository in which the research literature of the universities and research centres of Catalonia 
can be consulted, such as articles, research papers, Master’s Thesis / Project, degree papers, conference 
papers, reports, working documents, etc.  

  

TDX (Tesis Doctorals en Xarxa -Online Doctoral Theses-)  
Cooperative repository that contains, in digital format, the doctoral theses read at the universities of 

Catalonia and other autonomous communities.  

  
TESEO  

Information on the doctoral theses defended in Spanish universities since 1976.  
  
 

Reference manager  

Institutional Mendeley   
Bibliographic references manager that allows you to manage and share bibliographic references with other 
users and their inclusion in scientific papers. It can also be used as an academic social network and as a 

collaborative catalogue of scientific literature.  
 

Course bibliography  

Course reserves:   
Let you search the course bibliography by subject or by teacher  

 Video (in Catalan) How to consult the recommended books of a subject 
 

  

Social networks  
   

 @medicinauab     

  @biblio_laporte 

 biblioteques_uab 

 bibliotequesUAB 

 bibliotequesUAB                                                                                                  September edition2020 

http://www.dart-europe.eu/
https://ddd.uab.cat/?ln=en
http://catalegclassic.uab.cat/record=b1614349~S1*cat
http://catalegclassic.uab.cat/record=b1614349~S1*cat
https://cataleg.uab.cat/iii/encore/record/C__Rb1935933?lang=cat
https://cataleg.uab.cat/iii/encore/record/C__Rb1935933?lang=cat
http://www.recercat.cat/
https://www.tdx.cat/
http://www.educacion.gob.es/teseo
http://www.educacion.gob.es/teseo
https://www.uab.cat/web/study-and-research/mendeley-institutional-1345738248632.html
https://catalegclassic.uab.cat/search*eng/r
https://youtu.be/6RakFS3Btbc
https://www.uab.cat/web/detall-noticia/estigues-al-dia-consulta-els-recursos-sobre-la-covid-19-que-t-ofereixen-les-biblioteques-uab-1345729159515.html?noticiaid=1345810524257
https://twitter.com/medicinauab
https://twitter.com/biblio_laporte
http://www.instagram.com/biblioteques_uab/
https://www.facebook.com/bibliotequesUAB/
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCe6S0lv1IdvtDx8gg7t4dhg

